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Author’s response to reviews:

The Editor

Dear Sir,

RESEARCH ARTICLE (MGTC-D-18-00498)

I am pleased to inform you that the corrections on the above reference had duly been rectified based on reviewer’s and the editor’s specifications.
Editor’s specification:

Author contributions

Conceptualization, Methodology, Supervision and Writing (review and editing) were by AGK, ABK, QI. Original draft and funding acquisition were by AGK. QI and AGK provided resources. Experimental Investigation: AGK, MD, TD, BF, NG, AE, NJ. Formal Data Analysis: AGK, AE, NG. All authors have read and approved the manuscript.

Dataset: Mendeley repository (DOI: 10.17632/zvbbtby75p.4). Preview is available at: https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/zvbbtby75p/4

The data is activated and is password protected but available on request, This is to protect subject confidentiality as stated in the ethics regulation.

Reviewer 1 and 2: Thank you so much. This review was thorough and helpful. We are most grateful.

Thank you for your usual support and consideration, please.